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Dear Supplier, 
 
Accuracy in commercial invoices and shipping documentation is crucial for uninterrupted movement of 
cargo, customs entry and release and vendor payment. 
 
Our recently implemented use of a Foreign Trade Zone (FTZ) has brought to our attention documentation 
errors that can easily be avoided.  These documentation errors create delays to ‘fix’ the errors and impact 
entry processing, customs release, cargo movement and invoice payment.  Most of these errors are 
discrepancies in reported quantities; that is, the number of cartons, the number of units and any resultant 
change in invoice value as a result of those discrepancies.  These discrepancies MUST be reconciled 
with the manifested quantities issued by the carrier prior to customs entry and release. 
 
It is the responsibility of Nordstrom suppliers to provide complete and accurate documentation to the 
freight forwarder and to Nordstrom International Payments at the time of cargo submission.  It is the 
responsibility of Nordstrom suppliers to ensure that avoidable discrepancies are resolved PRIOR to 
shipment and issuance of payment documentation. 
 
The ADVANCE SHIP NOTICE (ASN) is the best tool to discover and reconcile discrepancies.  Prior to 
dispatching any shipment from your facility the supplier must reconcile all quantities, and the respective 
documentation for those quantities, with the ASN transmitted.  You must also ensure that quantities 
submitted for export approval also match the ASN quantities. 
 
For Factory Loaded Containers 
Supplier must reconcile all the following reported quantities with the ASN: 

1) Total number of carton covered by the carrier bill of lading; 

2) Total number of carton presented and declared to the carrier/forwarder; 

3) Total number of cartons, units and value from all commercial invoices (both shipping and 

payment invoices) 

Failure to do so may result in revocation of “Factory Loaded Container” privileges. 
 
For all other shipments 
Supplier must reconcile all the following reported quantities with the ASN: 

1) Total number of cartons covered by the FCR (forwarder’s cargo receipt) 

2) Total number of carton presented and declared to the carrier/forwarder; 

3) Total number of cartons, units and value from all commercial invoices (both shipping and 

payment invoices. 

This will ensure that no discrepancies exist between ACTUAL, MANIFEST and INVOICE quantities; will 
allow FTZ and consumption entries to proceed without delay and; will expedite payment for imported 
merchandise. 
 
If you have questions, please contact the Customs Compliance Team at npgcuscomp@nordstrom.com. 
 
 
Thank you, 
 
Angela Webb, VP Supply Chain & Operational Support Group 
 
Jill Kiley, Director International Trade Compliance 
 
John Robb, International Transportation Manager 
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